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WE ALL SPEND MANY HOURS ON SOCIALWE ALL SPEND MANY HOURS ON SOCIAL
MEDIA EVERY DAY, BUT DO YOU KNOW HOWMEDIA EVERY DAY, BUT DO YOU KNOW HOW

DANGEROUS IT IS?DANGEROUS IT IS?
LET'S TALK ABOUT THE DANGERS OFLET'S TALK ABOUT THE DANGERS OF

PRIVACY ON SOCIAL MEDIAPRIVACY ON SOCIAL MEDIA

 

We share personal information to thousands of
strangers without realizing it.

On the Internet there is a digital footprint that is
impossible to erase, there are comments or

images that can take us to  lose our job.

Bad things about privacy on social media are:

 

Private lifePrivate lifePrivate life
& well being& well being& well being



Providing information such as the real name,
phone or ID is a big mistake, because it could

lead to an identity supplanting.
 

Bank data should never be given to anyone, if you
do it you could put your money at risk.

 

You have to be very careful with what kind of
photographs are sent and where they are

published. 
It would not be the first time that someone extort

other person with sexual photos about him. Another
case is that you can lose your job by compromised

photos. 
 



There are lots of dangers of privacy on social media,
but there are also a couple of good parts like:

 
 

 If for example, a blind person brings her life
into social media they can tell us how to behave
over them. Thanks to that we can actually help

them than make things even worse.

If something good or bad happens to us we can talk
about it on our social media. That way someone else

can learn from our mistakes.

 If we are open in social media we can find internet
friends with this same taste of music, films, series, etc.

They can be even from the other side of the world!

If we are in a bad financial situation we can
talk about it in our social media. We can find

help from people like donation or advice.



DO YOU REALLY HAVE ADO YOU REALLY HAVE A
PRIVATE LIFE ONLINE?PRIVATE LIFE ONLINE?

WE INVITE YOU TO WATCH AWE INVITE YOU TO WATCH A
SHORT FILM ON THIS SUBJECTSHORT FILM ON THIS SUBJECT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
e98hxHZiTg&fbclid=IwAR0U0wLbLJH1b3BM2TKJYq
OgJvDqy5L0lsPn_P5KApRbcAm7Mndsg7UqQj0



-Students have many
ways to communicate
between them, by social
sites, to do the work, so
they don't  have to
socialize, and this could
lead to not knowing how
to do it.

EducationEducationEducation
SOCIAL MEDIA CAN INFLUENCESOCIAL MEDIA CAN INFLUENCE

IN OUR EDUCATION TOO.IN OUR EDUCATION TOO.

There are many bad sides about social media
in our educaction:

-Students may spend their
time on social media sites
while studying, and due to
this their concentration
level reduces, so they end
up getting low grades.



 

- Social media doesn't help to reduce the harassment in 
 education. Indeed, teenagers tend to be more agressive
and malicious with their comrades behind their screens.
They know that anyone but their "victim" would see it, so
they dare to be nasty.  Moreover, they don't think about
the consequences of their words on people's life.

-Since students have to use social media to
works and study, they spend a lot of time on
it, because they use it on their free time too.
This has many  phisical and psicological
negative effects, for instance, they could feel
unmotivated to contact to people in person.



The internet has allowed students to be in constant
touch with their teachers or with other fellow

classmates with the help of social media, messaging
apps and chat forums. Parents can interact as well as

communicate with teachers and school authorities
about their kid's performance in the school. Interaction

with the like minded people on forums can help
students to explore new ideas and enrich their

knowledge.

GOOD SIDESGOOD SIDESGOOD SIDES
OF THEOF THEOF THE

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA
in educationin educationin education

   



Teachers can use it as a teaching tool by posting their
teaching materials (notes and videos) on school

website or forum. The learning process becomes
interesting  and diverse with the use of tutorial videos

and notes. Teachers can teach with the use of
animations, power slides and images to capture the

students' attention.

The Internet has become a major tool for effective
teaching as well as a learning tool.

EFFECTIVE TEACHINGEFFECTIVE TEACHING
AND LEARNING TOOLAND LEARNING TOOL



In the future, we will certainly know how to use social
networks well, much better than today. We can use them

more safely, and all generations will be used to using
them.

We can use them in some very practical actions, and in all
the issues that concern us in the future.

Awareness-raising can be done through social networks,
concerning ecology for example, a very important issue.

FutureFutureFuture


